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Image credits: Sony Sony has announced that PlayStation 4 users will eventually be able to change their PlayStation Network Online IDs. According to a blog post by Sony's Director of Social Media, Sid Shuman, the online ID change feature on PSN was officially rolled out to all PlayStation
4 owners later today. You can also change your online ID through a web browser today (April 10 for the US and April 11 for Europe) - you just have to log in to your PlayStation Network account to do so. The feature appears set to be released worldwide, but Sony has yet to announce an
official price in Australia. Sony says that changes can only be made through the PS4 system or web browser, so you won't be able to do so on the now discontinued PS3 or PS Vita. Potential problemSony says that the first time you change your ID, the service is free, but after that you have
to pay $9.99/£7.99 (about AU$15), unless you are a PlayStation Plus member, in which case you will be charged $4.99/£3.99 (about AU$7). Not all games will support the online ID change feature. Sony said while all PS4 games originally published on or after April 1, 2018 had been
developed to support the online ID change feature, it found instances where games did not fully support the feature during last year's beta preview program. Sony also warned that there are some issues that could arise as a result of changing your online ID, saying you could lose in-game
progress, including game-stored data, leaderboard data, and progress toward trophies. For this reason, the company has released a list of tested games that definitely support online ID changes, and says that going back to your old ID should resolve most of the issues that arise. Best Sony
PlayStation 4 Pro deals todaySony PlayStation 4 Pro 1TB ... Konsol PlayStation 4 Pro 1TBPlayStation 4 Pro 1TB Console... PlayStation 4 Pro 1TB console... Happy Birthday PlayStation 4: The best game of each of doom's six years for PlayStation is a compilation of two games originally
released for PC: DOOM Ultimate and DOOM II. Like the original title, the PS version of DOOM has a cheat code that lets you pass levels, become invincible, and see through walls, among other god-like achievements. Pause the game, and enter the following button command to enable the
cheat. Cheat Code God Mode (Invincible) Down, L2, Square, R1, Right, L1, Left, Circle Level Select Right, Left, R2, R1, Triangle, L1, Circle, X Unlock All Keys and Weapons With Full Ammunition X, Triangle, L1, Up, Down, R2, Left, Left Reveal Triangular Map, Triangle, L2, R2, L2, R2, R1,
Square Reveal Item Location in Map Triangle, Triangle, L2, R2, L2, R2, R1, Circle X-Ray Vision L1, R2, L2, R1, Right, Triangle, X, Right In addition to level selection code, there is a password lets you start each level with all weapons as well as maximum health, armor, and ammo. Level
Password Plant CR!3WDD3DB Toxin Refinery 3JJCMK8W64 Command Control 03LTJ0Y!02 Phobos Lab H33!1HFTHK Central Central 04MSKZX9Z1 Computer Station YTTLCXXLXV Phobos Anomaly 09SMBY04YW Diemos Anomalies 7KKBLD7V53 Containment Area FM4217GSGJ
Refinery H!! 3WDGLDB Deimos Lab 07QPDW26WY Command Center WTXQ9C3W12 Halls of the Damned RBR4G! LDLN Spawns VAT WTXQ9C3W11 Hell Gate 548C7DFWYX Hell Keep JOC89DZPQS Pandemonium JGB9CT0NRT Hospital 9QLTKR0!02 Holy Cathedral 78M63QX921
Mt. Erebus S!61FHVQJG Limbo 33QHFTT6WY Tower from Babel VBGQPJ! Y46 Hell Under ZYKTLW7V53 Hatred Perfect 0DJSM4HW64 Sever the Wicked LS5YPTCRKH Unruly Evil ZDJSMVRW64 To Cruel 1YKTX4QV53 Twilight Down XKF6R8LZ97 Pain Threshold DJX07Q4HTR
Password Entryway Level C0W1! QNJQS Underhalls VM!3V1D3DB The Gantlet W394W2DMFC Focus ZQ58ZKJRKH Waste Tunnel Z758ZKJ8KH The Crusher 5C 2V3DQBNL Dead Simple NCKBLX7V53 Tricks and Traps 1Q580FCRKH The Pit HTMSKZZ9Z1 Refueling Base
WS58ZKCRKH O of Destruction! CSNRG2W820 The Factory WT670JBQJG The Inmost Dens DQLTJ1Y!02 The Suburbs 2N94VFFMFC Tenements CQLTJ0Y!02 The Courtyard WR492GDSGJ The Citadel PFFGXH3777 Nirvana JWCJV2X479 The Catacombs CJJTM35964 Barrel Fun M!
T174XZXV Bloodfalls 5770MX2CDF Abandoned Mine YJLW3PPCPM Monster Condo DKKBLM58J3 Redemption Rejected 7L3!266DJK Password Level Mystery Fortress BBBBBBB666 Military Base 3P67ZNBQJG The Marshes JCGDNFL555 The Mansion BXXBXXB778 Club Doom
JCGDNFL556 The PlayStation Network (PSN) is an online gaming and media content distribution service. Sony Corporation originally created a PSN to support PlayStation 3 (PS3) game consoles. The company has been expanding the service over the years to support PlayStation 4
(PS4), other Sony devices, plus streaming music and video content. PlayStation Network is owned and operated by Sony Network Entertainment International (SNEI) and competes with the Xbox Live network. The PlayStation network can be reached over the Internet through: Sony PS4
console, PS3 or other compatible devices; orA Web browser points to one of the PSN Web sites (such as us.playstation.com/psn). Access to the PSN requires online account settings. Both free and paid subscriptions exist. PSN customers provide their preferred email address and choose a
unique online identifier. Log into the network as a customer allowing someone to join a multiplayer game and track their stats. PSN includes a PlayStation Store that sells games and videos online. Purchases can be made via a standard credit card or through a PlayStation Network Card.
This card is not a network adapter but only a prepaid debit card. Plus is an extension of PSN that offers more games and services to those who pay an additional subscription fee. Benefits include: Access to online multiplayer games on PS4. Access to the online version of the selected full
game (until it no longer subscribes to Plus). Discounted prices on PlayStation Store items. PS Now service streams online games from the cloud. After the initial public announcement Consumer Electronics Show 2014, 2014, the service was rolled out to different markets during 2014 and
2015. PS3, PS4 and some other Sony devices support PSN Music - streaming audio via Spotify. PSN Video Service offers online rental and purchase of digital movies or television programs. PSN has suffered several high-profile network outages over the years including those caused by
malicious attacks. Users can check the status of the network online by visiting . Some have expressed disappointment with Sony's decision to make Plus membership a requirement for online games with ps4 when the feature was free for previous PS3 users. Some have also criticized the
quality of free games sony has supplied to Plus customers in the monthly update cycle since the PS4 was introduced. As with other internet-based gaming networks, intermittent connectivity challenges can affect PSN users including temporary inability to log in, difficulty finding other games
in the online gaming lobby, and network breaks. Psn Store is not available for people living in some countries. Slimmer, faster and more flexible than ever before, Sony's PlayStation 4 turns out to be a formidable force in the living room. The powerful hardware hasn't even reached its full
potential DualShock Controller 4 which is much better Multitasking allows background downloads, music on top of games and more simple Sharing content Justifies having Vita Many features still on the go, such as gaikai streaming game Confusing lack of DLNA and MP3 support Many of
the PlayStation 4 apps and functions are only available to test, while some others are still being rolled out. With that in mind, we will continue to test the system throughout the week, and we will update this article accordingly. It's not enough to just be a gamer anymore. Hardware makers
know that you're using a certain number of devices at any given moment, even when you're in the fragging action of dudes in the latest shooter, and the next generation of consoles has been designed with that in mind. While Microsoft markets the Xbox One as an all-in-one entertainment
box and hardcore gamers court Sony's messaging, the console's features tell the full story: It's an all-in-one box that caters to designs for a variety of entertainment needs. So which one is under your television? We've just started rushing down with the Xbox One, so we can't say for sure
yet. But after spending some serious time with the PlayStation 4, we know Microsoft will have a suitable job for it. This is what Sony's next-generation PlayStation is talking about. Unboxing the video Before you start It should be given that you will need a 300MB day one patch, titled update
1.50. Without it, many of the main functions of the PS4 - including anything more than online basic and dvd playback / Blu-ray - will not work. If you get a PS4 on launch day but then take it somewhere without an Internet connection - people in the military, take note - you'll need a way to
online for quick patches. The PS4 is the best console gaming experience yet that's the nature of today's electronic products. Hardware and software developers alike know they have a post-launch patch safety net. This keeps us in a position to have to assess the system based not only on
what it is, but what will happen, and it could be. And the PlayStation 4 is a powerful gaming device with excellent potential. The PS4's features and design are relatively small, packed in a simple black chassis, and have a tilted front occupied by a disc slot and power switch and a touch-
sensitive ejection. You simply swipe your finger in the face to start the system; it's slick, but it has some form of haptic feedback to confirm your touch will be fun. A light bar at the top turns blue to signal it's powering up, white when it goes smoothly, and yellow when it's powered down. It's
not a very useful feature, but it's a stylish one that will determine the look of the system. The console runs very quietly, except when you insert the disk for the first time. The disc spins noisyly and creates a real vibration. Every game you play is automatically installed on a replaceable 500GB
hard drive, but you can still play the game when it loads. Once the installation is complete, you only need a disk on the drive every time you want to play, for authentication. After installing the latest update, you'll only have about 375GB left, though. Upgrades to higher capacity internal hard
drives are recommended, although not essential. The DualShock 4 controller is a massive improvement over previous Sony controllers. This is a long overdue redesign, shaped by input Sony collected from developers during the pre-production phase of the PS4. First-person shooter games
in particular benefit from certain types of controllers, one with longer triggers and frames to grip than previous Sony controllers have to offer. With fps titles so popular, it makes sense to design with that group in mind, although it's worth noting that DualShock 4 also works well with other
types of games. Gamers with big hands will swallow this controller. The new R2/L2 triggers the hook out like a real trigger, making it easier to grip and shoot quickly. The thumbstick has also been changed, with a sunken top that offers better stability for your thumb and fewer slips. Apart
from the bulkier frame of the previous DualShocks controller, it's still slightly shorter than the current Xbox 360 controller; Gamers with big hands will swallow this controller. The D-pad doesn't change, but the face button is digital rather than analogue now, with springier, clicky shades when
you press it. The latest addition, touch pad, is hard to miss. in the middle of DualShock 4, touch-sensitive surfaces can track finger movements, allow swipe motion in the game, and can also be pressed down like buttons. There's a lot of potential here for developers to get married video
game commands with what we see in mobile games. It will be interesting to see how this feature develops post-launch. We're left with the Options and Share buttons. Options are different names for what gamers know as the start button, plain and simple. The Share button is a little more
unusual - and unique. Tapping it brings up the sharing menu; press and hold the button to take uploadable screenshots, or double-press to start recording new gameplay (this only works with games; the service disables itself for apps like Netflix). Up to 15 minutes of footage can be saved,
then uploaded to Facebook. You can also go through the video sharing and streaming menu to Twitch or Ustream. The controller sports a speaker with its own audio channel, which means it won't just play the same sound you'll hear through your TV speakers or headphones. You also get
double haptic feedback, the evolution of the rumble feature that allows vibrations to shake both sides of the controller as well as everything. In addition, there is improved gyroscopic control and a light bar on the front of the controller that integrates Move technology, as long as you have a
PlayStation 4 Eye camera connected. The light bar also acts as an identifier when multiple controllers are connected to the same system, with different colors for each controller. PlayStation 4 launch title performance looks much better than current generation offerings, with higher levels of
detail, much better lighting effects, and more objects on the screen at once. Like all console launches, the game development cycle is limited by hardware launch deadlines. The content available today shows great potential, but it will likely be at least two years before developers actually
start pushing hardware. One of the best functions of PS4 is its ability to run two applications at once. The user interface is a different story. One of the best functions of ps4 is its ability to run two apps at once, and access the home screen functions at any time, even when you're in the game.
Tapping the PS button on the controller twice allows you to switch back and forth between the running app and the last one you use. You can slow down the system easily if you have too many apps running at once, but generally run smoothly; freezing and deceleration are rare. Switching
between apps that are already open takes no time at all, and starting a new one takes only a few seconds. You can't run two games at the same time, but you can easily run one game along with, say, a Web browser or Music Unlimited. Sony's subscription music service is at once one of the
the best and most frustrating features in PS4. The Music Unlimited app has a large searchable library of 18 million songs. Once you hit play, you can then jump to other apps, such as games, and have the music continue uninterrupted, basically creating your own game soundtrack. You will
want to refuse to refuse music and adjust the volume of Music Unlimited by pressing the PS button to bring up the volume bar. Currently, you can only do this using Music Unlimited, and it will remain that way until Sony introduces DLNA and MP3 recognition (ideally along with support for
external USB storage). Online software and capabilities Along with Sony's Unlimited Music and Video apps, ps4 also comes with several popular third-party subscription video services such as Hulu, Netflix, and Amazon to name a few. Netflix's interface is in the spotlight, with a smooth, info-
filled movie browser and the same Netflix Max discovery features that the PS3 app offers. With Max, you rate multiple movies in the selected genre, and then receive recommended movies to watch based on your choice. The PlayStation Store is also back, but slightly underestimated at the
moment due to the lack of console compatibility. The only game available is a game designed specifically for PS4. There is hope for those who want to play older games, but that speaks to a little unrealized potential, we were forced to wait: the streaming technology sony offers over Gaikai.
A Web browser is also available, with support for HTML5 but not Flash. The interface is also quite clunky, and puts it in a full-screen snippet from the corners of the website you're viewing. It's okay for text-heavy websites, but anything more complicated is hard to navigate. Profiles have also



been updated, and now they link to your Facebook account if you want. It creates two layers of friends: those you only know in the game zone by their 2D PSN, and those you know well enough to have their real names. You can ask for the player's real name - there is a separate friend
request for the PSN card and real name - although you have the option to set up your account to display your FB name from the start. Once you've linked your social media accounts - a necessary step to share a recorded video - you'll also share the Trophies you earn, every big moment of
the game you play, and which movies and music you buy through Unlimited Music and Videos in your newsfeed. All of this can be turned off, but offers a new level of social integration for the PlayStation ecosystem. It's hard to know what people will accept when it comes to social
integration; having options available can help nurture a stronger community. Accessories For Vita owners, the PS4 will breathe new life into handheld consoles. Sony's handheld gaming system has been criticized for its limited (albeit constantly evolving) game library, but the PS4 gives you
more reason to own it. A new Vita app called PS4 Link allows you to use Vita as a second screen to anything that offers such functionality, or plays PS4 games remotely. This is not a new feature for sony platforms - ps3 supports it in certain games using Vita and PlayStation Portable both -
but it is limited. Limited. The PS4/Vita integration is a big step forward for playing outside of TVs on Sony consoles. The PlayStation 4 Camera sold separately for $60, but closer became an important purchase. It features two cameras and a microphone, allowing it to double as a
communication device when talking to friends. Or you can use the included stereo headset, which is physically connected to your controller - Bluetooth connectivity for the headset is not supported at launch. The camera enables the Move functionality offered by the DualShock 4 lightbar, but
also recognizes your face. When you have multiple profiles on your PS4 and you set the system to low-power standby mode, the camera will automatically recognize the face of the profile owner sitting in front of it after they take the controller. It's very similar to what Microsoft Kinect can do
on Xbox One, and in both cases it's a feature we live in the future! that's really cool. Voice recognition also allows you to launch the app from the home screen, but is quite limited in its current vocabulary. Sony's conclusion has an opportunity to do what some people or companies can do,
and correct its mistakes in the past. Manufacturers learned their lesson with their PlayStation 3 having better hardware, but didn't listen to gamers, then seemed completely confused as to why people didn't flock to them or wait a whole year after the Xbox 360 was released. With the
PlayStation 4, Sony listened to its fan base, and continued to do so. There's energy around the PlayStation 4. It's a system built around what people want, and what they ask for. With the PS4, Sony has the tools to reclaim their crown as the king of the console market. The PS4 is built on
promise and potential. The system we see in a year from now is likely to differ significantly from the launch day units, just as games released a year or more from now will better demonstrate engine power. Until then, the PS4 is doing a lot of things right - enough that it's good to wait and
believe that Sony will fix the little things they do with or theorize to launch. From the beginning, Sony has said the PS4 is a gaming system first. Gaikai's streaming technology will eventually reinforce that claim, but the changes here over the PS3 are all very much getting better, even without
any form of compatibility. The user interface is cleaner and easier to navigate, the addition of multi-tasking recognizes the changing needs and desires of modern gamers, and even controllers are a big step forward with the redesigned form factor. For years now people have been saying
that console games are on the decline. PlayStation 4 proves that it is Silly. The PS4 is the best console gaming experience, and reminds us why we used to be so excited for the release of the new system. The battle of the next generation has begun, and it will be a long and long war.
Based on what we have seen so far, and assuming that sticking to its promises, the PlayStation 4 is an excellent start. Powerful Highs hardware hasn't even reached its full potential Many improved DualShock 4 Multitasking controllers allow background downloads, music on top of games
and more simple content sharing Justify having Vita Lows Many features still on the way, such as gaikai streaming game Baffling lack of DLNA and MP3 Support Editor Recommendations Recommendations
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